On Theoretical Study of Magnetic Behavior of Diamond Doped with Transition Metals
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We study the magnetic behavior of the diamond system. In this system diamond bulk is involved which is doped with different transition metals, namely Cu, Cd, Hg, and Zn. The VASP code is employed for all calculations which are based on density functional theory. The substitutional point defects are introduced in the diamond bulk and occupied by TMs metals substitution in to diamond bulk. From theoretical point of view, although TMs do not have magnetic complications, and hence one can avoid possible magnetic ground states at low temperatures. In the present study we elaborate and encourage the importance of TMs doping in diamond to check out its magnetic behavior in terms of ferromagnetism.

1. Introduction

For ages diamond has been an area of interest for physicists to connect its properties with various materials when doped. The interesting thing about properties of diamond is that it shows promising properties that underlies many interesting phenomenon of physics. However, it is distinguished in the sense that it exhibits optical, thermal, electronic, magnetic properties. Naturally occurring diamond does not shows magnetism but results are encouraging upon doping [1-5]. Nanocrystalline diamond films [6] improve performance of many electronic devices and their magnetic behavior can be referred to as the point to study spintronics [7, 8]. Spintronics is a spin based concept of modifying technology which is very useful in physics. Using defects in diamond to probe magnetic properties at nanoscale has attracted many physicists in the area of the computer based simulation [9-11]. These experimental and theoretical research monitor ferromagnetism (FM) in carbon-based materials [11-15] and theoretical predictions about the existence of ferromagnetism in carbon-based materials induced by disorder [16, 17] initialized the present studies.

In this paper, we are interested in the role of substitution of transition metals (TMs) as dopant in bulk diamond crystal. In this scenario diamond lattice served to be the host and the TM takes the place in diamond lattice as the primary substituted atom. Upon doping together, their happy relationship subjects magnetism in material sciences. The TMs are assumed to be symmetrically doped in the host. When substitutional TMs occupy cation sites, the $d$ states of the TMs hybridize with the $p$ states of the neighboring host anions (carbon atom). This $p-d$ hybridization results in strong magnetic interactions between localized spins and carriers in the host's valence band [18]. As a result, the system exhibits stable ferromagnetism, and the spin-polarized carriers are used for spin manipulation. We choose to study the effect of TMs metals substitution into diamond bulk. From theoretical point of view, although TMs do not have magnetic complications, and hence one can avoid possible magnetic ground states at low temperatures. In the present study we elaborate and encourage the importance of TMs doping in diamond to check out its magnetic behavior in terms of ferromagnetism.

2. Computational methodology

The magnetic properties of TMs doped in diamond bulk at concentrations of 1.56% are studied using super cell of $2 \times 2 \times 2$. In super cell carbon atom is substituted by TMs substitution. Here other types of defects associated with the dopants are not considered because they are strongly unfavorably as compared to the substitution. All the calculations are carried out within plane wave density functional theory by employed the Vienna \textit{ab initio} simulation package (VASP) [19-20] which is based on density functional theory (DFT). The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) of functional scheme is selected for the exchange correlation potential. The projector augmented wave (PAW) potential is selected to represent the interaction between the valence electrons and core in all these DFT calculations [21-23]. The convergence test of total energy with respect to the electron wave function is expanded using plane waves with a cut-off energy of 400 eV. The ionic position, cell volume and lattice parameters
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PACS: 75.10.Kt, 75.10.Pq, 75.30.Hx
of the system are fully relaxed with conjugate gradient method until the Hellmann–Feynman forces are smaller than 0.002 eV/Å and the energy convergence criteria is met $1 \times 10^{-5}$ eV. The popular scheme for this calculation is Monkhorst Pack (MP) [24, 25] which is applied for $k$-point sampling. The MP grid was chosen to be $6 \times 6 \times 6$ for total energy and magnetic properties calculation for TMs doped diamond.

3. Results and discussion

We first optimized diamond structure and find out the optimized lattice parameter and then, we substitute one TMs atom in place of one carbon atom. This substitution causes only a slight change in lattice parameter with $-0.005$ Å for $\alpha$ after the structural optimization. Actually this difference occurs due to the difference in atomic radius of carbon and TMs and the change in bond length of each transition metals and four nearest neighbor carbon atoms (TMsC$_4$) system is around 1.54 Å. The spin polarized state has energies of 557, 563 and 557 and 554 eV for Cu, Cd, Hg, and Zn, respectively, lower than those of non-spin polarized state energy. The total magnetic moments are 2.89, 1.99, 1.96 and 1.80 $\mu_B$ per Cu, Cd, Hg and Zn atom in diamond system, respectively. The magnetization is well consistent to the Wu et al. [26] except slightly larger magnetic moments. The spin charge density of these TMs-3$d$ and C 2$p$ is shown in Fig. 1. The spin resolved density of states of the TMs-doped diamond system is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from that majority spin is semiconducting with a gap and the minority spin shows metallic behavior with adequate unfilled states above the Fermi level, suggesting a half metallic behavior which is also reported in [26]. These unfilled states are very useful in charging a conduction carrier, which is required in spin injection where sufficient polarized spin current is required [27, 28], so it is proposed that TMs doped diamond can be used as spin injection charge carriers. In the present study we used the same techniques for magnetic coupling as used in [26]. For ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling, we substitute two TMs atoms separated with largest possible distance 7.92 Å. The total energy is calculated for both cases along $c$-direction and it is found that FM state is the ground state.

3.1. Electronics properties

The spin resolved band structures of the doped diamond are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen from the major-
licity spin channel being semiconductor and red line shows the Fermi level in both majority and minority spin polarized band structures. The minority spin polarized band structure shows metallic behavior with adequate unfulled states above the Fermi level which is also reported in [26]. It is also observed that majority spin polarized channel of Cu-doped diamond shows more semiconducting behavior and thus larger spin polarization as compared to other TMs, so the Cu is more favorable for this purpose.

In density of state blue and red curves correspond to $d$ and $p$ orbitals respectively for TMs doped diamond as in Fig. 2, it shows the half metallic behavior. It is observed from the results of DOS of each species having different values of curve from valence to conduction band at the Fermi level that Cu has higher value and this band also splits near the Fermi level ($-18.86$) whereas Zn carries lowest value ($-13.46$). The Cd and Hg consist of intermediate values. In order to understand the mechanism of stabilized FM state in TMs doped diamond, projected spin densities of states (PDOSs) of the TMs atom and its four mutual nearest neighboring C atoms are investigated which are shown in Fig. 4 ($\text{Cu-C}_4$). The strong coupling between Cu $3d$ and C $2p$ can be seen from majority spin channel; the interaction peak is observed at $-2.56$ eV for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE</th>
<th>Magnetic moments of different doped system in diamond.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
<td>Magnetic moment [$\mu_B$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-C</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$</td>
<td>0.242 (each carbon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd-C</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$</td>
<td>0.223 (each carbon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg-C</td>
<td>0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$</td>
<td>0.233 (each carbon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-C</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$</td>
<td>0.197 (each carbon)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tributes significantly to the unoccupied states and this kind of similar trend also be found for Cd, Hg, and Zn which are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, respectively. These attributes indicate a strong hybridization between TMs and its four neighboring C atoms. This strong hybridization induces finite magnetization on TMs atom as well as the neighboring C atoms, as shown in Fig. 1. The each C atom carrying magnetization and the magnitude of the magnetization in due to all these TMs dopant in diamond is present in Table.

4. Conclusions

The electronic properties of TMs doped diamond have been studied by using DFT calculations. The TMs dopants become spin polarized when substitute into diamond, further this spin polarization calculation magnetizes $p$ electrons of the four neighboring carbon atoms through $p$-$d$ hybridization. This $p$-$d$ hybridization is very strong in case of Cu as compared to the other TMs dopants due to this Cu-doped diamond has higher magnetic moments. This $p$-$d$ hybridization prefers FM coupling state among all dopants rather than that of AFM coupling. So that TMs is promising magnetic dopant for diamond to fabricate magnetic materials with reduced size and it should be free from magnetic precipitates.
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